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Oklahoma Education De-Regulation 2009 
 
To deregulate or not to deregulate is the question facing Governor Brad Henry, as Oklahoma Senate Bill (SB) 834 passes 
through both houses of the legislature, and lands soon on his desk for veto or approval. While maybe not the ultimate 
philosophical question that faced the doomed prince of Denmark, it is a loaded question for the governor, who has long been 
touted as the “Education Governor” and who has strong precedent of pro-education actions. 
 
The bill, which has both strong critics and supporters, un-funds many education mandates previously put into place and 
dislodges the bargaining power and protections of teachers. Oklahoma is a largely rural state, with two large urban areas. 
Poverty remains an issue for all school districts, as well as funding for many of the programs. In the last few years due to 
economic hardships and unforeseen weather that has devastated parts of the state; many school districts which are 
dependent on the state tax revenues have faced staff cuts, school combinations with others in the district, and cut programs 
such as art and special needs. Supporters say that deregulation would ease some of the financial burden, but critics are 
asking at what cost to the educators and overall system? 
 
Senator John Ford (R-Bartlesville) wrote SB 834 to overhaul the school, citing that the system was outdated and over-
regulated by an out of touch big government. In a recent press release from his website, he stated that “Senate Bill 834 is 
simply an education local empowerment bill that will free-up teachers to teach…And when our school boards are freed from 
state mandates, they can implement local programs tailored to local needs.” Senator Ford, who like Gov. Henry, is married to 
a public school teacher, has a strong record for voting in support of educational issues in the Oklahoma legislature since his 
election in 2004 to the Oklahoma State Senate and currently serves as Chairman for the Senate Education Committee.  
 
Many Oklahoma teachers, as well as the main teacher’s lobby Oklahoma Education Association, vehemently disagree with 
Sen. Ford’s assessment of the state’s education outlook and the bill itself. They cite several provisions of the bill, such as No 
Teacher Due Process Act protection.  In essence, teachers, despite tenure, would become at-will employees where each 
district or school board would be able to reprimand teachers and staff with no direction or oversight from a higher, cohesive 
education board.  
 
More cause for alarm among both teachers and parents is the removal of the requirement that any person who teaches must 
be certified by the state. In the 2007 Chance for Success Index, overall national rankings over education, Oklahoma was 
ranked 40th overall in the nation in addition to poor rankings in both Elementary Reading and Middle School Mathematics. The 
Alliance for Excellent Education has Oklahoma high school graduates meeting the national percentage of 71%, but that 
number becomes drastically reduced, dropping to 51%, when looking forward to seeing whether or not those graduates were 
able to effectively finish a four year college program. 
 
The most recent 2008 report card issued by the Oklahoma State Superintendent’s office had student achievement and school 
finance ranking at a D- and D but had improvement for the Chance for Success Index, citing that previous educational 
mandates put into place had been effective and were gaining ground in helping Oklahoma student achieve secondary and 
post secondary success. Critics of the bill argue that by removing the certification requirements for state educators as well as 
mandates like House Bill 1017 (passed in 1990), designating that class sizes had to be reduced in order to be conducive to an 
effective learning environment, the probability of hurting the slight rise in improvement the state becomes a very real risk.  
 
Governor Henry will no doubt take all of these factors into consideration, as he makes his decision later this week. He has 
previously vetoed similar legislation, citing “unintended effects” from the past bills that would have larger, overreaching 
consequences to the education system. He will also no doubt take into consideration the impassioned pleas of teachers like 
Chuck Pack, a Tahlequah math teacher who warns that by embracing this type of deregulation, the state would transform the 
education system and place future of Oklahoma children into a system that is eerily similar to the no accountability and no 
transparency requirements that brought down Wall Street and nearly collapsed the United States economic system in the 
process. 
 


